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Why does my hair
become greasy after
shampooing?

Why does hair get
greasy quickly after
using a conditioner?

Too much head wash shampoo is probably
used and the shampoo is not rinsed thoroughly.
The shampoo is based on natural guar gum,
so it does not rinse off as easily as the regular
drugstore SLES salt thickened shampoos.

If the mask weighs down your hair - don’t give up
using it, just apply it on dry hair, before washing.
Then rinse the mask with warm water and apply
shampoo.

We recommend trying the cup method, i.e.
pour some shampoo into a cup, mix it with
warm water and only then pour it over your
hair. And if you think it’s going to take too
long (and it won’t), pour shampoo into the
palm of your hand, add a little water and then
massage into your hair. Then please rinse your
hair thoroughly, several times.

Why do I have more
dandruff after use?

Why is the shampoo
so hard to wash off
and why won’t if foam?
Shampoos without the addition of SLS and
SLES indeed foam less than those that contain
them. That’s why we often use such a shampoo
faster (because we pour more of it on our hair),
complaining about its poor performance. This
is a complete misconception. Small amount
of foam does not indicate poor hair and scalp
cleaning.

You ask
- We answer

Foam is not indicative of cleaning. Applying too
much shampoo to your hair and insufficient
rinsing may cause a greasy effect. So what can
we do? We recommend trying the cup method,
i.e. pour some shampoo into a cup, mix it with
warm water and only then pour it over your hair.
And if you think it’s going to take too long (and
it won’t), pour shampoo into the palm of your
hand, add a little water and then massage into
your hair.

Dandruff is not caused by conditioners or
shampoos because it is fungi-related. Getting rid
of dandruff requires special dedicated shampoos
and conditioners. Dandruff can also have allergic
sources if you are allergic to any component of
the product. Again, we suggest trying the cup
and intensive rinsing method in order to remove
the shampoo residues.

Why does the scalp
itch after use?
Itching of the scalp is a symptom of abnormal
rinsing of the shampoo from the skin or an
individual allergy to any component of the
product.

How much conditioner
should I apply to my
hair; should I apply to
dry or wet hair?
Apply a small amount - the equivalent of a
tea spoon. We can apply both to dry or wet
hair. There are two possible patterns of use:
traditional, meaning shampoo followed by a
mask, or - if the hair has a tendency for greasing
- mask followed by a shampoo.
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